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Ethically-Justifiable Cryptocurrency Fencing
Philosophical Research on the Ethics of Currency Limitations
Alexandra Y. L. Sellers
Department of Philosophy

Results

• In the process of widening my literature search and engaging in the philosophical 
process, I made a philosophical discovery and defined the concept of fencing.

• You may have heard of the term ‘Geo-fencing’ – which is when something (like a 
good, service, or even a currency) is territorially limited. For example, it’s what 
Netflix does to its country-specific catalogue – certain shows are “geo-fenced” to 
viewers within a certain country. 

• By removing the “geo” and reimagining “fencing” as more than simply spatial 
matters, fencing can encompass a much broader set of properties that limit an 
object’s exchange or movement. Fencing itself isn’t necessarily a problem until we 
add in goals for these individuals or objects, like free movement or simple 
exchange. 

• Digital currencies have the potential to be fenced in access and use for ethically 
justifiable purposes through code, but such technology can also be manipulated 
for ethically-unacceptable purposes, presenting risks, potential harm, and hurdles 
to achieving societal goals. Indeed, there is a long history of currency fences being 
used to marginalize certain populations (e.g., women’s money).

• I examined whether currency fencing can be ethical, and whether (and how) we 
ought to support an ethically-justifiable fenced cryptocurrency over a minimally 
fenced cryptocurrency through an ethical analysis using a number of examples, 
like a theoretical indigenous-sovereignty-supporting cryptocurrency. 

A Pathway to Ethically-Justifiable Currency Fencing

To support an ethically-justifiable fenced currency, I presented an a 
priori (deductive), teleological (the purpose of something – what it 
was created for) anti-fencing currency argument and then replied 
with three examples of ethically justifiable fencing: FairCoin, Fichte, 
and indigenous cryptocurrencies, where all three were connected 
via established duties to citizens or members. 

Following this, I addressed an anti-fencing objection which raised
concerns with moralisms (things you do thinking they’re moral, but 
they’re instead ultimately very bad; a false gospel) and the 
pandora’s box fencing presents.  In response, I discussed risk 
analysis (e.g., Ethical Impact Assessment) as a way to determine if 
such a decision is morally justifiable in virtue of its expected 
societal return, as well as whether such risks can be made 
acceptable through proactive risk mitigation via institutions, social 
norms and enshrined rights.

I argue that ethically justifiable currency fencing is more desirable 
than minimal currency fencing, but that every fence must be 
carefully examined and weighed against ethical societal goals, and 
that certain risk-based techniques can be used to aid in its analysis.

Conclusions

The most important research findings are that:

1. fencing is everywhere;

2. quantifying fencing is reliant upon the definition selected (and 
certain kinds of fencing are impossible to quantify);

3. ethical assessment of fencing isn’t simply a question of more or 
less being more desirable, but of what values and goals one has 
that they wish to measure fencing’s ethical usefulness against. 
This makes the assessment of all fencing a matter of relativity 
and necessitates a clear understanding of group goals and 
values. There is no one-size-fits-all ethical fencing solution.

My hope is that in examining cutting-edge tech ethics issues, we 
can provide useful considerations and tools for political leaders, 
businesses, and others to craft a future we all want to be a part of.
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Introduction

• Blockchain was developed in 2008, releasing 
to the world a cryptographic currency called 
Bitcoin. Since then, hundreds of 
cryptocurrencies and applications of 
blockchain have launched. 

• Technological advances enable anyone to 
introduce digital currencies - not simply 
state actors - bringing currency debates out 
of political buildings and into everyday 
discussion. 

• Digital currencies have the potential to be 
limited in access and use for ethical 
purposes but can also be manipulated and 
used for more nefarious purposes.

Methods

1. I conducted a broad literature review 
including search terms cryptocurrency(cies) 
and ethics, attempting to review all key 
ethical arguments for and against the use of 
cryptocurrencies.

2. After the literature review I deployed (what I 
refer to as) the philosophical method, which
is where you reflect upon items discovered in 
the literature that seem confusing or unclear.
My confusion was around currency 
limitations; so, I developed language to 
address that.

3. Once I had language for what I wanted to
address, I asked a philosophical question as 
to what is ethically desirable and how to go 
about determining that.
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